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(1)
OO SO (2) what that

(3)
(4) I (5) what thing

(6)

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

recursion
 (Kidd et al., 2007)

(1a)-(1d)
 

 
(1) a. SS: The dog that __ jumps over the pig bumps into the lion. 

b. SO: The dog that the pig jumps over __ bumps into the lion. 
c . OS: The lion bumps into the dog that __ jumps over the pig. 
d. OO: The lion bumps into the dog that the pig jumps over __. 

(Ambridge & Lieven, 2011) 
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(gap) (S)
(O) (1a) SS (1b)  SO (1c)

OS (1d) OO  
(usage-based) 1

 
 

When human beings use symbols to communicate with one another, stringing them 
together into sequences, patterns of use emerge and become consolidated into 
grammatical constructions. 

 (Tomasello, 2003, p. 5) 
 

Diessel & Tomasello, 2000; Diessel & Tomasello, 2005) 
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KWIC concordance for Windows 
(http://www.chs.nihon-u.ac.jp/eng_dpt/tukamoto/kwic_e.html)  

SO
OO 1)  (1) (2)
(3) (4) (5) (6)  
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OS 157 SO 10 2) 

 
(2)a. [6;11;27a] Z: All best ways to do this.>F: August hmm?>Z: All we have to do is do this. 
 b. [7;8,5] The color pencil I'm saying is this. 
 c. [8;6;15] The time that dinosaurs lived was chuseidai. 
 d. [9;3,11] The water we are drinking is [from] Oita River. 
 e. [9;8,17] The word that I like is perfect. 
 f. [9;8,21] The wish you want will be true. 
 g. [10;0,27] What do I need is a new pen case. 
 h. [10;0,30] The thing I want you to do is .... 
 i. [10;1,23] The thing I have to do is math. 
 j. [10;5,4] The thing I wanted to say is.... 
 

5
Diessel and Tomasello (2000)

(Biber et al., 1999) Z SO

(Slobin, 1973)
(2a) "All" (2g) "What" (2h)-(2j) "The thing"

 
 

 
 

1 c (contact 
clause) t that w what  

what that
 

 
(3)a. [5;6,15] I wanna play the game I like. 
 b. [5;6,15] Let's play the game I like. 
 c. [5;6,16a] Look at all this work we have to do. 
 d. [5;6,29a] All the ice creams I sell. 
 e. [5;7,14a] Because Mama throw it away something I make. 
 f. [5;8,6] There are so many red things I do. 
 g. [5;9,9a] Anything do you want. 
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that, what  

*what t  what that tt wt
 

**w what  
 

(3a) (3b) "the game I like"
(3c)  (3d) All+ this/the 

+ < >  we/I + < > (3c)
(3d) (3c) (3e)-(3g)

"something", "things", "anything" thing(s)
"thing I + < >"

(3a)-(3g)  
   what that

Diessel and Tomasello (2005) that
who what that

what
what Flynn & 

Lust, 1980 )  
that (4a) (4b)  

  
(4) a. [5;9,11a] Z: This is my trash box that mama. > F: Uh-huh. >Z: This is my trash box. 

>F: That Mama what? > Z: Mama. Mama gave that to this this trash box. 
Mama gave me a thrash box. 

b. [5;9,19a] Z: I'm going to buy this book.  This one that I'll buy. 
 

(4a) that "that mama" Z
F "That Mama what?" Z

Z
that (3)

that (4b)
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2 "This one" that
Z that

that  
 

 
 

Diessel and Tomasello (2000)
Z  

 
(5)a.[5;6,29a] Z: That's why I wanted to eat ice cream with you.  
  > F: With me ? > Z: All the ice creams I sell. 
 b. [5;9,9a] F: What kind of song do you like? > Z: Anything do you want. 
 c. [5;9,19a] I'm going to buy this book.  This one that I'll buy. 
 d. [6;1,29] Z: ? > M: > Z: The book that I took home to school. 
 e. [6;5,14] I wanna see the salamander in Innai.  The big salamander you saw. 
 f. [6;7,20] F: Take the book. >Z: The book you like. 
 g. [7;1;21] F: This car is very old.>Z: The car that we are riding? 
 

Diessel(2013)

(5b)

 
 

 
 

Z  
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I  you Kidd et al., (2007) I
we 55% (you) 30% Kidd et al. Fox and Thompson 

(1990)
(given information)

Kidd et al. you
Z you I

 you Z
 

 
 

 
3  

 

* what  
** what that  
***something, anything, thing  
 

3 5-6 what that what
that 5-7

 
 
(6)a. [5;7,11a] Chikyu is a kind of a [=what] we live. 
 b. [6;1,29] That's [what] Hiroto said. 
 c. [6;2,13] That's [what] I found. 
 d. [7;2,0a] Can you do[what] you did it to me? 
 e. [7;2,24] I'm thinking [what] I'm gonna write. 
 
(7)a. [5;9,21] Hiroto doesn't do that I do. 
 b. [5;10,11] He forgot that Mama said. 
 c. [6;3,5] Can you do it that I did? 
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 (6a)-(6e)  what (7a)-(7c) what "that"
what

 (6b) (6c) That's [what]
< > < > < >

(6d) (6e)
what (6d)

(resumptive pronoun) it
(7c) it

 
Flynn and Lust (1980) that what

what Diessel and Tomasello 
(2005) that who what what

Z
what

what
what that 7 what

 
Something, anything, nothing, everything -thing

what
8-9 "X is something that"

 
6 what -thing(s)

person, someone 5
Kidd et al. (2007)

 
 

 
 

4  
4 4 9 9

10 what what
that that what

7

7  
4 what

that what
what that what  
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that what 2  

 
(8) a. [8;0,12] I am finding something that what I need. I am finding something that I 

need.   
b. [8;0,16a] He didn't do something what I said. 

 
(8a) (8b) "something" "I"

"what I < >"
(8a) what

what  
Z 5

 
 

(9)a. [5;9,20] I can't hear what did you say. 
 b. [6;5,24] I'm gonna find the I don't know place. 
 c. [8;,1,11] That's the thing that I said. That's the what [I]said . 
 d. [9;9,7] I forgot what did you say. 
 e. [10;0,28] What do I need is a new pen case. 
 
 (9a),(9d), (9e) < > < > < >

what
(9b)

(9c) Z "the 
thing" "what" "That's what I said." "thing"

"what" I
Lieven et al. (2003) (substitute)

3) 
4  
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(10)a. [5;7,23a] I know something I do it in the kindergarten. 

b. [5;8,15] I'm gonna wear the clothes ... that I haven't wear it. 
c. [6;4,16] These are the letters that I learned it. 
d. [6;6,19] Where is that book that Hagiwara Bachan buy it yesterday. 
e. [7;2;0a] Can you do[what] you did it to me? 
f. [8;5,14] I can't get the xxx that I like it. 
g. [8;6,17] This is a rabbit that Yaboo made it. 

 
(1b) (1d) Z

(10a)-(10g)
it

Diessel & Tomasello, 
2005) Labelle (1990) 

(10) Z  (9)
4)  

4 5) 
 
(11)a. [5;10,11] Earth is something people live [in]. 

b. [6:2,17] I marked the place I go [to]. 
c. [6;5,16] Peach is a fruit that peach boy is born [from]. 
d. [8;1,9] Is there something I can help you [with]? 

 
(11a)-(11d)

Z
6) 5  (12)

 
 
(12)  [9;4,28] Did you write something I was embarrassing? 

 
10 (13a), (13c) (13a) (13b)

 
 

(13) a. [10;2,2] Z: I will buy the notebook that the picture of fur seals' baby is on_. 
>F: Fur seal is on? >Z: Is on the notebook. 

b. [10;2,26] This is a picture that she made a mistake in make[ing]_.  
c. [10;6,27] You have a bag that you put your bag into_. 
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Z
 (13a)

F
6) (13a) (13b)

(Diessel 
& Tomasello, 2005) 4 10

 
 

 
 

 

 

1) 29  
[5;11,0a]A man who .. who have a dog named Pukupuku.  
Diessel and Tomasello (2000) 4

Fox & Thompson ,1990)
 

2) [ ; , ] [ ; , a] a

F Z M
>  

3)  
[5;7,8] F: This is what you did. > Z: This is what I did. 

4)  
 (4) a. [5;9,11a] Z: This is my trash box that mama. > F: Uh-huh. >Z: This is my trash box. 

>F: That Mama what? > Z: Mama. Mama gave that to this this trash box. 
Mama gave me a trash box. 

it
 

(7) c. [6;3,5] Can you do it that I did? 
5)  

 [7;0,1] It is the trip [I am] waiting for. 
[9;4,22] I don't know what you are talking about. 

 "wait for" "talk about"
 

6) Diessel and Tomasello (2000)
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Diessel and Tomasello (2005)

 
7) 11

 
[11;4,21]Z: Are there any sports that we need speed? >F: Pardon?>Z: Are there sports that 

need speed?  
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The Development of English Object Relative Clauses           
in a Child Raised by the Artificial Japanese-English 

Bilingual Method  

MITARAI, Yasushi 

Abstract 

Utterances containing an objective relative clause which a 
Japanese-English bilingual child produced between ages 5-12 were 
analyzed.  Results show the following: The child (a) produced far more 
OO-type than SO-type relative clauses; (b) used the relative pronoun 
what first, followed by the contact clauses and that; (c) produced very few 
relativized noun phrases without main clauses; (d) used the pronoun I 
most frequently as the subject of relative clauses; (e) frequently used 
what or nouns ending with -thing as antecedents but also used other 
nouns; and (f) produced resumptive pronouns and dropped required 
prepositions in relative clauses.  The results are discussed in reference 
to the usage-based theory of language acquisition. 

 
Key words Relative clause, Bilingual, English 




